Mountain Men, Buffalo Hunters, Cowboys & Soldiers.

Mountain Men & Fur Traders of the Far West ....... #Book-MMFTFW
Edited by LeRoy R. Hafen

This volume includes biographies of 18 mountain men and fur traders who penetrated the Rocky Mountains and explored the Far West in the early 19th century, including: Joseph Meek, Manuel Lisa, Pierre Chouteau, Jr., William Ashley, Benjamin Bonneville and many more. Soft bound, with 400 pages.

#Book-MMFTFW Mountain Men & Fur Traders only $17.99

Jim Bridger, Mountain Man ........................................ #Book-JBMM
by Stanley Vestal

Even among the mighty mountain men, Jim Bridger was respected as a towering figure. Fur trapper and Indian fighter extraordinary, he was one of the greatest explorers and pathfinders in American history. Soft bound, with 333 pages.

#Book-JBMM Jim Bridger, Mountain Man only $14.99

Jim Bridger......................................................... #Book-JB-2
by J. Cecil Alter

Based on his 1925 biography, a wealth of new facts and corrections are included on the life of Jim Bridger. Soft bound, with 358 pages.

#Book-JB-2 Jim Bridger only $15.99

Journal of a Trapper .............................................. #Book-JT

A classic piece of Western Americana which has been described as the best account of a trapper in the Rocky Mountains when the trade was at its peak. Soft bound, with 203 illustrations.

#Book-JT Journal of a Trapper only $14.99

Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West......... #Book-JSOW
by Dale Morgan

This book of over 450 pages is alive with characters, sketches of Jed Smith, Mountain Men, and the vast hostile land they moved over. This is a reconstruction of a vital and commanding figure.

#Book-JSOW Jedediah Smith only $17.99

The Beaver Men .................................................. #Book-BM
by Mari Sandoz

Covering more than two centuries, The Beaver Men ranges from the beginnings of the beaver trade along the St. Lawrence, to the last great fur trade rendezvous of traders and trappers, on Ham's Fork, Wyoming, in 1834. Soft cover, with 335 pages.

#Book-BM The Beaver Men only $14.99

The Buffalo Hunters, The Story of the Hide Men ...... #Book-TBH

Includes accounts of Indian ambushes, hairbreadth escapes, gambling and gunfights, military expeditions and famous frontier characters such as Charlie Reynolds, Buffalo Bill, Sheridan, Custer and Indian chiefs Yellow Wolf, Spotted Tail and Sitting Bull.

#Book-TBH The Buffalo Hunters only $14.99

The Mountain Men............................................... #Book-MM
The Dramatic History and Lore of the First Frontiersmen by George Laycock

In this story of rough, heroic men and their world, Laycock weaves historical facts with profiles of individual trappers, including harrowing escapes, feats of endurance, and encounters with bears and Native Americans. Soft cover, with 245 pages.

#Book-MM The Mountain Men only $13.99

Jim Beckwourth, Black Mountain Man, Chief of the Crows by Elinor Wilson.............................................. #Book-JBMM

A giant of the early West, Jim was the slave and son of Sir Jennings Beckworth. Set free by his father, he joined Ashley's 1824 winter expedition to the Rockies. Soft cover, with 248 pages.

#Book-JBMM Jim Beckwourth only $16.99

The Taos Trapper .................................................. #Book-TT
by David Weber

A history of the Taos settlement and supply depot in the heart of the mountains during the 1820's. Soft cover, with 262 pages.

#Book-TT The Taos Trapper only $13.99

The Prairie Travelers ............................................. #Book-PT

The 1859 Handbook for the Westbound Pioneers by Randolph B. Marcy

This guidebook was essential for westward-bound pioneers, offering advice on choosing routes to California, food supplies, fording rivers, and encountering Indians. Soft bound, with 256 pages.

#Book-PT The Prairie Travelers 1859 Handbook only $ 8.99

Getting a Stand ..................................................... #Book-GS
by Miles Gilbert

An anthology of the writings of buffalo hunters who were engaged in the hide business between 1870 and 1882. The method used in shooting buffalo was unique. They never shot to hit it behind the shoulder in the heart. They always shot far back in the body behind the ribs. If another animal started to lead out, it would be shot next. Then the hunters had a stand on them. Softbound, 203 pages, illustrated.

#Book-GS Getting a Stand only $12.50

Encyclopedia of Buffalo Hunters & Skinners .......#Book-EBHS-V1
Volume 1

by M. Gilbert, L. Remiger, & S. Cunningham

Volume 1, A through D of a multi-volume set of books on the decade of the buffalo hide hunters. More than 300 of the men who hunted the buffalo herds, from 1870 - 1885. Hardbound, with 286 pages.

#Book-EBHS-V1 Buffalo Hunters & Skinners, Volume 1 only $26.99